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Focus on Communications Technology Startups?
Indian Startup Funding Soars 261%
Funding for startups in India has leapt up 261% in 2014 to $3.86 billion ? and there's still more than a month left to go in the
year. Many of the companies receiving funding are building services geared toward the anticipated mass growth in
smartphone users over the next three to four years.

DIY Startup Aims at Smart Homes
A lot of companies are getting into the smart home space, but startup littleBits has a new angle: they're selling modular
components ? which snap together using magnets ? to help people create their own smart home systems.

Samsung Taps LifeBEAM for Biosensors
Startup LifeBEAM got a big boost this month when Samsung announced it would use the company's biosensors in some of
its wearable health devices. The Samsung Simband platform will be able to measure a user's pulse, skin temperature, sweat
levels and other data.

Cloud Startup Attracts $50 Million in Funding
Security provider CipherCloud attracted $50 million in Series B funding this month, increasing the total amount of money it
has raised to $80 million. The company, whose software can secure data across multiple cloud platforms, was founded in
2010 and already has 500 employees.

C-RAN Startup Emerges from Stealth Mode
Aliostar Networks, which has attracted at least $70 million in funding over the past two years, emerged from stealth mode this
month. The company provides a portfolio of cloud-based, software-intensive radio access network (C-RAN) solutions for LTE
networks.

Google Acquires App Prototyping Startup
A startup called RelativeWave has been acquired by Google for an undisclosed amount. The company makes Form, an app
that helps people to build prototypes of new apps on their mobile devices instead of on a PC. More...

Cybersecurity Startup Gets $4 Million in Funding
Meet ThreatConnect. That's the new name for the startup formerly known as Cyber Squared, which just received $4 million in
Series A funding. The old name will still be used as a brand for cybersecurity consulting services.

Woz Joins Virtualization Startup
Steve Wozniak has joined virtualization startup Primary Data as is chief scientist. The company just emerged from stealth
mode. Wozniak said the company will play an important role in wearables, the Internet of Things and other technologies.

Startup Turns Traditional Watches into Smartwatches
Got a Rolex and don't want to invest in a smartwatch? A startup called Kairos Watches wants your old watch to have that
new smartwatch functionality. Their T-band, which replaces the band of traditional analog watches, contains Bluetooth
connectivity and delivers notifications and other features just like a smartwatch, only fancier.

Facebook Vet Joins Streaming Television Startup
Startup Philo, which makes tech for streaming live TV onto mobile and other devices, has picked up Facebook veteran
investor Andrew McCollum as its new leader. Philo, which got its start at Harvard, is currently available at more than two
dozen universities.

Mobile Health Startup from Kobo Founders Nets $4 Million Funding
The founders of the Kobo e-reader have brought in $4 million in funding for their latest venture, a mobile health startup called
League. The company will focus on preventative health and its services will interact with wearable fitness devices.

Open-Source Tablet Attracts $1 Million in Crowdfunding
Jolla, a company aiming to create open-source mobile tablets, attracted more than $1.1 million in crowdfunding pledges in
just a few days. The company also makes a smartphone.

Is Stockholm the Next Startup Silicon Valley?
More data for less money: that's the attraction to Stockholm, which has become a hub for new technology startups (and, as a
result, acquisitions). Another factor for growth was the recent creation of an incubator called SUP46, which houses 38

companies as well as a dozen-plus investor partners in a centralized location.

Keyssa Shows Off "Kiss" Connector
A startup called Keyssa has unveiled a new wireless connection technology that allows transfer rates of up to 6 gigabits per
second when two devices are close enough to "kiss." The connector is the size of a bean and uses extremely high frequency
signals.
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